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Lilly, Sheila, Isla, Alex & 
Tallulah

This family works very hard to make both ends meet.  Lilly is on ODSP and 
the father is employed and also does odd jobs to add to the family income. 
However they still struggle each month to pay the bills as rent is 
extraordinarily high for a family this size.  Recently they had a king sized 
bed donated but it is on the floor and they do not have sheets and 
blankets that size. 

Wish List

Lilly (F), 31  Tights (XL)
 King size sheets and blankets
 No Frills gift cards

Sheila (F), 11  Boots (8 kids)
 Sweaters (12-14 kids)
 Socks (12-14 kids)
 Pants (12-14 kids)

Isla (F), 13  Snow pants (10-12 kids)
 Boots (10-12 kids)
 Warm socks (10-12 kids)

Jay (M), 35  Sweaters (L)
 Walmart gift card

Tallulah (F), 5  Snow pants (8-10 kids)
 Boots (8-10 kids)
 Warm socks (8-10 kids)

Aaminah, Chantel & Dillan Aaminah lives on the poverty line and struggles each month to pay the 
bills.  Transit costs for the children to get to school and therapy 
appointments are almost unaffordable. 

Wish List

Aaminah (F), 38  Double size sheets and blankets
 Queen size sheets and blankets
 No Frills gift cards

Chantel (F), 7  Boots (11-12 kids)
 Sweaters (8 kids)
 Pants (8 kids)

Dillan (M), 13  Pants (16 kids)
 Sweaters (12/medium)
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Darcy and Aidan Darcy works hard to provide for his son Aidan. Unfortunately, Darcy is 
living around the poverty line. Darcy's first priority is his son Aiden which 
leaves very little left over for him. Darcy has inadequate footwear for his 
work and also lacks proper footwear for winter as the cold season 
approaches.

Wish List
Darcy (M), 32  Winter clothing (L)

 Winter footwear (11)
 No Frills gift card

Aidan (M), 11  Winter clothing (youth large)
 Wal-Mart gift card

Penny and Jordon Penny is a single mother living with her son in the community. She has 
overcome much adversity in her life and has been able to secure 
accommodations and a stable living environment for her son after facing 
tremendous obstacles and challenges. She and her son are doing well but 
still struggle to afford the basics.  

Wish List
Penny (F), 25  Winter coat & clothing (M)

 Winter boots (9-10)
 Shoes (9-10)
 Pots, pans and other cooking supplies
 Vacuum and other cleaning supplies

Jordon (M), 3  Winter clothing (4-5T)
 Toys & games
 Socks (4-5T)
 Winter shoes (9-10T)

Devon Devon is a 48 year old man who is currently residing in a shelter. Devon 
does not have a lot to his name and what he does have is worn out and he 
could use new things. It can be very depressing living in a shelter and 
having very few belongings. This depression can worsen over the holidays 
and sadly Devon suffers from depression himself. He could really use 
something to pick up his spirits and his self-esteem.

Wish List
Devon (M), 48  Jogging pants - blue, black, or grey (L)

 Underwear and socks (L)
 T-shirts and sweatshirts (XL)
 Warm winter coat, gloves, scarf, hat (XL)
 Slip-on winter boots (6)
 Black velcro running shoes (6)
 Suitcase on wheels for his belongings
 Gift cards - Tim Horton's, grocery stores, movie theatres, Walmart,
Shoppers Drug Mart, Chapters-Indigo
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Hannah, Brianna, Brendan 
and Rory

Hannah is a single mother with 3 children.  She lives on low income. Every 
month she struggles to pay the bills and meet the family’s needs.  The 2 
eldest are growing very fast and are very tall for their ages!  They go 
through clothes very quickly. Providing enough food for these growing 
teens is always a challenge even after she receives food from the food 
bank where she volunteers.

Wish List
Hannah (F), 38  Clothing (L)

 Sheets & blankets (Queen)
 Sheets & blankets (Double)
 No Frills gift card

Brianna (F), 15  Tablet for school
 Running shoes & socks (8)
 Sweaters and pants (16)

Brendan (M), 13  Warm socks (16)
 Pants (16/L)

Rory (M), 8  Tablet for school
 Running shoes & warm socks (3)
 Sweaters & pants (10)

Norman and Niall Norman is a single father living with his son in the community. He has been 
in service for some time and has been in pretty dire financial situation. He 
and his son are doing the best they can but still lack a lot due to financial 
constraints. Both could use winter clothing and his son Niall could also use 
winter clothing and any age appropriate toys or games (he is 11 years old).  

Wish List
Norman (M), 27  Shirts (L)

 Pants (W33L32)
 Shoes (9.5)

Niall (M), 11  Shirts (S)
 Pants (XL or 14/16)
 Shoes (10)
 Toys and games

Jade, Billie & Tayla Jade and Billie face many obstacles with trying to make ends meet, they 
live on very low income. While Jade and Billie do an admirable job with the 
little resources that they have, there are still significant needs in the family. 
With winter approaching, neither Jade and Billie have appropriate clothing 
as their financial resources have gone into providing appropriate clothing 
for their growing toddler. 

Wish List
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Jade (F), 28  Winter clothing (S)
 Winter boots (10)
 Vacuum and other cleaning supplies

Billie (M), 28  Winter clothing (XXXL)
 Winter boots (9)
 Walmart gift card

Tayla (F), 2  Winter clothing (4T)
 Winter shoes (8T)
 Hygiene products
 Toys

Phoenix, Carl and Bradley Phoenix is a single mother who donates all of her time and efforts to her 
sons. Her older son has autism with multiple disabilities. He is 10 yrs old is 
nonverbal and takes a large amount of her time to ensure his safety. Her 
younger 8 yr old son is gifted in some areas at school. She lives on a 
disability pension and finds it difficult just to provide some of the basics. 
Carl her older son is biting and chewing his clothing so they need to be 
replaced often and Bradley is so active his running shoes need to be 
replaced every few months. They received a donation of beds ( the boys 
are large and had outgrown their beds) but have no bedding and this 
would make a big difference to their lives. They always could use food or 
grocery store donations. Phoenix is a lovely woman that works very hard to 
provide her family the best possible life and any support would be greatly 
appreciated.

Wish List

Phoenix

 Queen sheets & comforter (grey or blue colour)
 Towels (grey)
 Tea towels (not white)
 A blender
 Water bottle

Carl (M), 10  Sensory toys to squeeze and bite
 Teddy bears to hug
 Soft blanket to hold and hug and take to school
 Long sleeve tops - he bites and damages the neckline (10-12)
 Pants - needs a drawstring to tighten the waist  (10-12)
 Snow boots - not tall ones (6)
 Winter gloves
 Double sheets & comforter (blue colour)
 Waterbottle
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Bradley (M), 8  Books - grade 4-5 level
 Puzzles
 Bike helmet (youth L)
 Soccer ball and basketball
 Running shoes and winter boots (6 wide)
 Winter gloves
 Long sleeve shirts & bottoms (14-16)
 Double sheets & comforter (blue or red colour)
 Waterbottle

Cindy and Kyle Cindy is a single mom of a young son with Autism. She lives with her aunt 
and uncle who help to co parent Kyle. Cindy receives a disability pension. 
Her aunt and uncle welcomed Cindy and Kyle to their home years ago on 
an emergency short term basis but it became apparent that their help 
would be needed long term. Her uncle was employed but developed a 
serious heart condition that now makes it not possible to work. Her aunt’s 
day is full of the demands of Kyle's needs. They are a loving family that 
work hard together to provide the best life possible. Financially due to 
their circumstances it is very difficult to get by. Any donation would be 
greatly appreciated to help Cindy and her family.

Wish List
Cindy (F)

 PJ's
 Small hooded zipped sweatshirts – Hudson's Bay or Canada Olympics
(Walmart)

 Loves popcorn
 Blundstone boots Ausie size 4 - (used is fine) all her family members
got donated used ones and she would love to have a pair as well

Kyle (M), 10  He would love a world spin globe
 Flash cards for multiplying and division
 Has to wear cotton- pajamas
 Long sleeve tops
 He loves cookbooks
 Any electronic type game

Laura & Fletcher Laura is a 34 year old female who just became a new Mom in October of 
2018.  She currently lives on her own and is trying to adapt to the new 
changes in her family with the addition of a newborn.  She currently is not 
working and is learning about the financial difficulties that starting a family 
entail.  She has expressed that she would love to provide an extra special 
Christmas for herself and her new baby.  She would be very appreciative of 
any assistance in making this dream come true.

Wish List
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Laura (F), 34  Pots and pans
 Cutlery
 Sheets & comforter (twin or double)
 Ikea gift card
 Shoppers Drug Mart gift card

Fletcher (M), 2 mos  Warm baby clothes
 Blankets
 Diapers
 Bottles
 Baby wipes

Elijah and Lori Elijah and Lori have 2 kids and just welcomed a new baby into their home 
in July of 2018.  They already had twin boys but wanted one more addition 
to their family.  Elijah and Lori have been married for over 10 years  and 
both of them have struggled financially in trying to provide the best 
possible lives for their boys.  They very rarely ask for anything for free and 
always try to do their best on their own when they are in need.  They are 
finding in extra difficult this year with rising costs of housing and food, an 
with the new addition into their family this year, would greatly appreciate 
any assistance in keeping them on their feet. 

Wish List
Elijah (M), 37  Polo Shirts – 2XL

 Sweatpants – 2XL
 Winter Jacket – 2XL
 Pants – 38/40
 Shoes – 11.5-12

Lori (F), 34
 Pants – XL
 Shirts – 1XL
 Shoes – 9.5-10
 Winter Jacket – 1XL
 Gift cards to Winners, Old Navy, Walmart, Joe Fresh or Marshals
 Household items – body wash, hygiene products, deodorant,
toothpaste, cleaning products, laundry detergent, bleach, dish detergent

Cole (M), 10  Sweatpants, Jeans, Shirts, Underwear (14/16 L or XL)
 Running Shoes (7.5)
 Winter Jacket (14-16/XL)
 Winter Gloves - waterproof

Hayden (M), 10  Sweatpants, Jeans, Shirts, Underwear (14/16 L or XL)
 Running Shoes (7)
 Winter Jacket (14-16/XL)
 Winter gloves - waterproof

Don (M), 5 mos  Diapers (size 5)
 Baby Wipes
 Gift cards to Old Navy, Joe Fresh, Children’s Place or Shoppers Drug
Mart

Family #12
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Fergus, Bryony and Leslie Fergus and Bryony have been raising their 9 month old Leslie. They live on 
the poverty line and Fergus' seasonal job just ended. While Fergus and 
Bryony do everything what they can to provide for their daughter, their 
money can only go so far and there is very little left for them. 

Wish List
Fergus (M), 24  Winter coat (S)

 Warm shirts (S)
 Pants (30)
 Warm shoes (9)
 Double bed - bedding

Bryony (F), 24  Winter coat (M)
 Warm shirts (S)
 Pants (9)
 Warm shoes (9)
 Kitchen supplies such as pots, pans, plates, cutlery, etc.
 Cleaning supplies such as a vacuum, windex, dish soap, etc.

Leslie (F), 9 mos  Clothing (9-12 mos)
 Toys
 Gift cards - No Frills, Walmart

Virginia Virginia is a single female who lives on her own. She has had a really rough
year. Some bad things have happened to her and through it all she has
stayed strong. It would mean the world to her if something good finally 
went her way.  Virginia keeps busy with crochet and knitting and any other 
kind of craft she can find. It is really hard for individuals who are on ODSP 
in January as they are given their checks early in December so often they 
have no food in January as they need to wait for the February check to 
come in. 

Wish List
Virginia (F), 39  Yoga pants and leggings (black, blue, grey) (3XL)

 Underwear and socks (3XL)
 T-shirts,  sweatshirts, & long sleeve tops in dark colours like black,
purple, dark red, grey (4XL)
 Warm winter coat (black) (4XL)
 Gloves, hat, and scarf (grey)
 Winter boots and black shoes (10)
 Gift cards for grocery stores, movie theaters, Tim Horton’s, Shoppers
Drug Mart, Indigo, Chapters, Walmart, Michael's and Netflix
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Kate Kate is a single female who lives on her own. It is really hard for individuals 
who are on ODSP in January as they are given their checks early in 
December so often they have no food in January as they need to wait for 
the February check to come in. it is often a struggle for people during this 
time of year as they see all the happy families during this time of year and 
Kate is on her own.

Wish List
Kate (F), 31  Yoga pants and leggings (black, blue, grey) (XL)

 Underwear and socks (XL)
 T-shirts,  zip-up hoodies, sweatshirts, & long sleeve tops in dark
colours like black, purple, dark red, grey (XL)
 Warm winter coat (black) (5XL)
 Gloves, hat, and scarf (grey)
 Winter boots and black shoes (10)
 Gift cards for grocery stores, movie theaters, Tim Horton’s, Shoppers
Drug Mart, Indigo, Chapters, Walmart, Michael's and Netflix

Mike Mike is a single father to two boys, ages 11 and 14. At this time of the year 
funds are tight and it would be nice for him to be able to give his children a 
Christmas that they have never experienced.  

Wish List
Mike (M), 64  T-shirts and sweatshirts -  green, black and brown (3XL)

 Jogging pants (XL)
 Running shoes, winter boots (9.5)
 Winter coat (2XL)
 Queen size bedding for 2 beds

Erik (M), 14  T-Shirts (L-XL)
 Adidas basketball track suits - red, black, blue (L-XL)
 Socks, underwear (L-XL)
 Gift cards: Cineplex, Tim Horton's, McDonald's, Walmart
 Playstation 4 with combat and sports games
 Tablet
 Winter boots and high-top sneakers (9.5)
 Black scarf, hat, gloves

Cruz (M), 11  T-shirts (L)
 Adidas basketball track suits - red, black, blue (L)
 Socks and underwear (M)
 Winter boots and high-top sneakers (8)
 Gift cards: Cineplex, Tim Horton's, McDonald's, Walmart
 Playstation 4 with combat and sports games
 Tablet
 Black scarf, hat, gloves

Eloise, Eileen & Sydney Eloise is a single mother to two daughter, ages 6 and 18. At this time of the 
year funds are tight and it would be nice for her to be able to give her 
children a Christmas that they have never experienced.  

Wish List
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Eloise (F), 43  Queen size bedding for 2 beds
 T-shirts, sweaters (L)
 Leggings - any colour (L)
 Gloves, hat, and scarf
 Winter boots (7)
 Gift cards for grocery stores, Tim Horton’s, Walmart, Cineplex

Eileen (F), 6  Tops & pants - loves purple (6 kids)
 Gift cards for Walmart, Cineplex
 Winter boots & shoes (13 kids)
 Winter coat (6 kids)
 Gloves, hat, and scarf
 Elsa & Anna dolls from the movie Frozen
 Bicycle
 Frozen -themed bedset/blanket

Sydney (F), 18  Tops and jogging pants (L)
 High-top sneakers (red), winter boots (9)
 Winter coat - red (XL)
 Gift cards: Cineplex, Shopper's Drug Mart, Walmart, Tim Horton's

Tracy Tracy is a single female who lives on her own.   It is really hard for 
individuals who are on ODSP in January as they are given their checks early 
in December so often they have no food in January as they need to wait 
for the February check to come in. It is often a struggle for people during 
this time of year as they see all the happy families during this time of year 
and Tracy is on her own.

Wish List
Tracy (F), 31  Yoga pants and leggings (black, blue, grey) (3XL)

 Underwear and socks (3XL)
 T-shirts, sweatshirts, & long sleeve tops in dark colours like black,
purple, dark red, grey (4XL)
 Warm winter coat (black) (5XL)
 Gloves, hat, and scarf (grey)
 Winter boots and black shoes (ladies' 13 or men's 11)
 Gift cards for grocery stores, movie theaters, Tim Horton’s, Shoppers
Drug Mart, Indigo, Chapters, Walmart, Michael's and Netflix
 Zip-up hoodies (5XL)
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Holly, Arnold, Julia Holly lives in a ONE bedroom market rent apartment with her partner 
Arnold. Her 2 daughters, a brother in law and grandson live with her. Holly 
and her daughters have medical concerns and Holly will be needing 
surgery in the future. Arnold has employment and Holly has a small 
amount from a disability pension but there are not enough funds to 
support her and her extended family. The apartment is crowed but they 
have hope that in the future the medical concerns will be resolved and a 
larger apartment or her daughter and family will be able to live 
independently. They are working hard to support each other but any 
donations will help to improve the quality of their lives. The basics are hard 
to obtain on a monthly basis and any support to this family in need would 
be so greatly appreciated.

Wish List
Holly (F), 54

 Black winter jacket (XL)
 Packages of underwear (L)
 Blouse - beige and or blue (L)
 Black dress pants (L)
 Queen size sheets - teal blue or turquoise
 Large crock pot
 Set of pots and pans
 Curtain rod for the living room
 Burgundy coloured curtains -8ft x 6ft
 Curtain rod for bedroom –  teal blue/turquoise - 6 ft x 4 ft
 They were given a Tassimo coffee maker but they need coffee pods
 They are always in need of food
 They really enjoy Tim Horton’s
 A movie pass for the family would be a wonderful treat

Arnold (M), 14  Black snow pants (14-16)
 Black boots (8.5-9)
 Jeans (14-16)
 Black dress pants (14-16)
 Socks, underwear (14-16)
 Chapter books/novels

Julia (F), 32  Running shoes any colour (7.5)
 Black winter boots (7.5)

Siobhan, Jarred, Billy, Darcy Siobhan lives with her partner Jarred and her two young sons.  Billy is 5 
and was born with a chromosomal abnormality and as a result his 
development is delayed.  Billy can use educational and stimulating toys as 
well as clothing.  Darcy is one and would benefit from clothing and 
educational toys.

Wish List
Billy (M), 5  Clothing (7 kids)

 Educational and stimulating toys

Family #20
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Darcy (M), 14 mos  Clothing (12-18 mos)
 Educational toys

Emmie and sons Emmie lives in a one bedroom market rent apartment with her three 
young boys. Most of her disability cheque goes towards paying rent. 
Emmie does her best to provide for her children but finds it hard to buy 
any extras during the year. Iain is wearing size 10 boys and is into comic 
book characters and sports.  Leyton is 5 and loves to colour and due to his 
disability requires some educational toys for fine motor skills. Clifford is 2 
and wears a size 3. Clifford can use simple books and educational toys.  
The boys can use clothes Emmie likes to cook and clean her apartment.  
Any cooking supplies and cleaning supplies would be greatly appreciated.

Wish List
Emmie (F)  Cooking & cleaning supplies
Iain (M), 9  Clothing (10 boys)

 Educational toys

Leyton (M), 5  Clothing
 Educational toys

Clifford (M), 2  Clothing (size 3)
 Simple books and educational toys

Anya and Kenan Anya Jones lives with her 14 year old son.  Her son, Kenan has a 
chromosomal abnormality and as a result is cognitively delayed.  Kenan 
loves anything to do with the TTC and trains.  Kenan would benefit from 
clothes and educational toys.  Anya  likes to cook and can use cooking item 
as well as cleaning supplies.

Wish List
Anya (F)  Cooking supplies

 Cleaning supplies
Kenan (M), 14  Clothing (M)

 Educational toys

Astrid and Rhys Astrid and her partner Rhys live with her five sons.  Her oldest Dave is a 
young man of 21, Leo is 14, Dane is 12, Kerry is 11 and Raymond is 5.  With 
a house full of boys they always need clothes and toys that keep them 
active and entertained.  Astrid loves to cook for her family and would love 
to have a big holiday meal this year.

Wish List
Astrid (F)  Holiday meal items
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Leo (M), 14  Clothes (14-16)
 Toys

Dane (M), 12  Clothes (youth 10-12)
 Toys

Kerry (M), 11  Clothes (youth 10-12)
 Toys

Raymond (M), 5  Clothes (6-8 yrs)
 Toys

Sonia Sonia is a single mother with a special needs son who suffers from 
seizures.  They live on low income and struggle to have enough to pay the 
bills as their rent is extraordinarily high. Their medical needs are also high 
and many are not covered.  Her son has mobility issues that cause the 
wear and tear on clothing to be higher than usual.   

Wish List
Sonia (F), 50  Queen size sheets and blankets

 Sweaters and tights (L)
 Gift Card Walmart

Jerry (F), 16  Sweaters, warm socks and pants (L/18)
 Twin sheets and blankets
 Gift Card Mark's Work Warehouse

Tessa Tessa is a resilient woman who lives in a market rent basement in 
Toronto’s east end. Tessa has a job at Starbucks but unfortunately the high 
cost of rent in Toronto means that a large portion of her income goes to 
her rent. In Tessa's spare time she volunteers with the Salvation Army; 
providing meals to the homeless, volunteers at her church children’s camp 
and is a scout leader; she joined the first day women could! Tessa and her 
long-time partner give whatever they can to their community and would 
benefit greatly from this generous program. 

Wish List
Tessa (F), 50+  Movie Passes

 Restaurant gift cards
 hooded sweaters (L)
 Items for home: kitchen towels, bath towels, magic erasers, vim,
shampoo, conditioner, soaps, pine sol, air fresheners, Lysol wipes, paper
towel, dust buster
 Mitts, hat, and scarf
 No Frills, Walmart, Second Cup gift cards
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Liam & Lewis Liam & Lewis are a common law couple that live in a market rent 
apartment in the village. Liam & Lewis receive ODSP however; a large 
portion of their income is used to pay for accommodation.  Liam & Lewis 
have both decided to get active this year and have joined the YMCA, 
attending regularly.  Unfortunately the YMCA is costly and again affecting 
the income they receive. Liam is currently applying to programs to help 
him graduate high school which has been a lifelong goal for him. Liam & 
Lewis do not spend time with family during the holidays and would benefit 
greatly from this generous program. 

Wish List
Liam (M), 50+  Items for home: kitchen towels, bath towels, magic erasers, vim,

shampoo, conditioner, soaps, Axe men’s hygiene products, pine sol, air
fresheners, Lysol wipes, paper towel
 Scarf, mitts and hat
 Movie Passes
 Tablet
 Restaurant gift cards

Lewis (M), 50+  Gift Cards: No Frills, Walmart, Second Cup
 Scarf, mitts and hat
 Restaurant gift cards
 Movie Passes

Camilla & Kathleen Camilla is a single mother living in the west end of Toronto.  Camilla is
receiving ODSP and is living with her daughter on a limited income.
Camilla is a supportive mother who has been very attentive to the 
requirements of her recently diagnosed special needs daughter Kathleen. 
Camilla and Kathleen have just received good news that they will be 
transferring from a bachelor apartment into a two bedroom unit! Kathleen 
is charming young girl who is very excited to decorate her new room! 
Camilla and Kathleen would benefit greatly from your generosity.  

Wish List
Camilla (F), 50+  Sweater, shirts, socks and undergarments (XL)

 Items for home: kitchen towels: preferably blue, bedsheets: single- 
pink/ queen sheets- any colour, bath towels: any colour, magic erasers,
vim, shampoo, conditioner, soaps, luffa, pine sol, air fresheners, Lysol
wipes
 Blue winter jacket (XL)
 Winter boots (9)
 Gift Cards: No Frills, Shoppers Drug Mart, Walmart and Ikea

Kathleen (F), 7  Pants, tops, sweaters, socks, underwear and undershirts (10-12)
 Winter jacket (10-12)
 Winter boots (size 1)
 School supplies
 Tablet
 Books & educational activities

Family #27
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Siena, Hazel, Randy & 
Stevie

Siena, is a single parent with 2 children who have an intellectual disability 
and one of who also has an eating disorder.  She is unable to work 
regularly as the care for her children is too intensive for her not to be 
home with them.  They miss a lot of school due to their high care needs 
and health.  

Wish List
Siena (F), 30  Queen sheets, blankets and comforter

 boots size 10
Hazel (F), 17  sweaters, jacket (size 16)

 gloves
 twin sheets
 boots size 8

Randy (M), 8  Winter boots size 4
 Jacket & sweater (size 10/12)
 Gloves

Stevie (M), 14  Winter boots size 9
 Jacket & sweater (size 16)
 Gloves

Angelina, Danny, Ty, 
Hayley, Elizabeth

Angelina, lives in a market rent apartment and most of her disability 
cheque goes towards her rent.  She has four children, three sons and one 
daughter.  Her sons Danny are 13, Ty is 12, Hayley is 10 and her daughter
Elizabeth is 7.  Angelina would like to give her family a nice Christmas; she
loves to cook and would like to provide a wonderful holiday meal for her
whole family.  Her children would benefit from clothing and toys that 
encourage activity and education.

Wish List
Angelina (F)  Items for holiday meal
Danny (M), 13  Clothing (XL/16)

 Toys that encourage activity & education

Ty (M), 12  Clothing (L/13)
 Toys that encourage activity & education

Hayley (F), 10  Clothing (L/12)
 Toys that encourage activity & education

Elizabeth (F), 7  Clothing (L/10)
 Toys that encourage activity & education
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Jaime and Haris Jaime was born with severe physical anomalies that required 50+ surgeries 
prior to the age of 18.  She was raised in Foster homes as a crown ward.  
Her mother abandoned her at birth due to the inability to care for her 
complex medical needs and their resultant financial requirements.  
Several years ago Jaime's husband and Haris' father developed addictions 
and she divorced him.  Jaime is now a single mother who suffered a stroke 
when Haris was 8 yrs. old.  She uses an electric wheelchair and has very 
limited use of one hand and arm.  Her 17 yr. old son Haris is her primary 
support and care-giver.  He is an A and B student and has received Media 
Literacy Awards and other honours for his video creations and art work.  
They live on ODSP.

Wish List
Jaime (F), 60  Black Fruit of the Loom underwear (M)

 Grocery gift cards
Haris (M), 17  Boxer underwear (M)

 Jeans (30"/30")
 Thermal socks (8.5)
 Running shoes (8.5) or shoe store gift card
 Steam gift card- it is an online gaming site
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